
 

Think of BRAVE as your support system for AFTER you have BRAVE'd
breast cancer & have SURVIVED cancer.

BRAVE Coalition Foundation is a 501c3 nonprofit
organization that  strives to give every breast cancer
survivor the opportunity & choice to experience life

beyond cancer as her whole self, however she
defines it.  

In a world washed in          , why the need for              ,
one more cancer foundation? 

BRAVE Coalition Foundation is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt nonprofit organization.
Federal charitable tax ID# 46-1228410. Contributions to BRAVE Coalition
Foundation may be tax-deductible to the fullest extent permitted by law. Please
check with your personal tax advisor regarding the deduction of your gift.

http://www.bravecoalitin.org/
http://www.bravecoaltion.org/
https://a87a54d9-3926-4bbe-a5cf-4447a1045ea7.filesusr.com/ugd/a4c01c_97002f94bce443c788ad31ae2d78ed6a.pdf


does this by providing financial assistance when funds are available, relevant
education, advocacy, resources and emotional support. 
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EDUCATE

breast cancer patients about
their restoration options

ADVOCATE

quality of life for EVERY BRAVE
breast cancer patient

RESTORE

for and influence legislation and
the insurance industry 

UNITE

patients with medical and
financial resources
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Donate Time. Receive Recognition. Join the BRAVE Community.

Being a breast cancer survivor is not mandatory to become a BRAVE Ambassador.
Anyone who has been touched by breast cancer and the heart to help is a perfect fit!!

Drop us a line at info@bravecoalition.org 

Physicians & Tattoo Experts

Ambassadors 

Become a BRAVE Doc or Tattoo Experts today and join the team of physicians and
tattoo experts nationwide supporting patients in their reconstructive journey.  We
provide our BRAVE doctors with network access, billing support, community access
exclusive vendor partner benefits and more...

Donate Your Story.  Receive Training and Education. Join the BRAVE Network. 

Financial Investments and Donations
Supporters 

Legacy Giving 

Sponsorships

Financially support BRAVE Breast Cancer Patients with medical and financial resources

Event Sponsorships
Annual BRAVE Be Bold Supporters
Individuals and Companies who support breast cancer survivors medical
care

Three sponsorships are available:

Corporate Matching Add BRAVE to your employer's annual corporate matching directory

Host a BRAVE Event Drop us a line at info@bravecoalition.org.  We will ensure you are setup with a
BRAVE event kit.

Amazon Smiles Ensure a portion of your Amazon purchase goes to BRAVE.
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